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Eggs from free-range chickens

Free from artificial colours

Free from artificial flavours 

Free from preservatives

Free from palm oil

Macarons
Our Macarons have a smooth crisp shell, a soft gooey centre, 

and a bountiful creamy or fruity filling.

The finest ingredients
- Californian almonds
- São Tomé cocoa.
- Meeker Raspberries

The perfect texture and taste:
- Two shells, crisp on the outside and light and 
airy on the inside, sandwiched together with a 
rich and creamy filling. 

 

Adaptable solutions:
- We have a large range of flavours suited for 
every occasion, season and taste. 
- These are quick to prepare and come in 
individual trays to reduce wastages. 
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Macarons 'Classiques'  

These delightful mouthfuls are on trend this year! Our Macarons have a 
smooth crisp shell, a soft gooey centre, and a bountiful creamy or fruity 
filling. With 6 intense flavours of Chocolate, Lemon, Raspberry, Coffee, 
Pistachio, Vanilla, these French delicacies are key in any Afternoon Tea, 
Café Gourmand or Mini Dessert.

36 pieces 462 g (Frozen)
12 pieces 154g (Frozen)
12 pieces 120g (Chilled)

4
boxes

4 h
at 4°C

72 h
at 4°C

Macarons 'Notes Gourmandes'

Ideal for the winter period with these 
warm fragrances and sweet flavours, 
these beautifully presented mouthfuls 
have a smooth crisp shell , and a 
smooth centre with a rich ganache or 
creamy filling. 

This assortment of macarons have rich 
flavours of Salted Caramel, Orange, 
Coconut, Fig with Poppy Seeds, Lemon 
Curd and Chocolate Gianduja. 

36 pieces 470 g (Frozen)
12 pieces 154g (Frozen)
12 pieces 120g (Chilled)

4
boxes

4 h
at 4°C

48 h
at 4°C
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4
boxes

4 h
at 4°C

48 h
at 4°C

Macarons 'Emotions'
Joy, bliss and delight, spark all kinds of emotions with the New Macarons 'Emotion'. With a crisp outer 
shell, and a creamy filling, these 6 intense flavours of Chocolate Orange, Raspberry and Redcurrant, 
Banana and Coconut, Lemon and Lime, Blackcurrant and the Caramel Biscuit will be the comfort of 
anyone's meal. 

36 pieces 468 g (Frozen)
12 pieces 154g (Frozen)
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